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A RUBBER PART FOR INCORPORATION INTO A BRICK OR MASONRY

WALL mA REi F RCED CONCRETE FRAME TO PROTECT -AGAINST

DAMAGE CAUSED B SEISMIC ACTIVITY

The presen invention relates to a rubber p a rt for use as structural

component for incorporation into brle or masonry wai n reinforced

concrete (r.c.) frame to protect the wall and structure against damage by

seismic activity.

Two popular traditional approaches to improving the seismic response

of masonry infills "n r.c. frame structures ar either t prevent in-plane

damaged infills from undergoing out- f-p an collapse during a seismic event

or t avoid ΐη plan damage in order to prevent out-of-piane collapse.

low in damage has significant repair cost disadvantage since, after a

earthquake, the damaged partitions and infills must b replaced. The latter

approach involves suspending prefabricated panels to the frames in such a

way that no in-plane deformations are applied to the panels during the seismic

event. This requires sophisticated and expensive technology not widely

applicable to tow-income countries. Furthermore, t can result in poor

durability of the joints between the prefabricated panels and, thus, can result

in an increase in the seismic demand from the reinforced concret structure.

in-plane damage to infills and partitions during a earthquake is the

major cause of out-of-plane collapse. W e have found that the problem of out-

of-piane collapse can b solved, i a different and much more efficient way

compared to th traditional approaches, by preventing in -p an damages

using a rubber structural component. Th component can also substantially

improve the seismic performance of buildings (both new and existing) base

on reinforced concrete moment-resisting structures.

The present invention provides rubber par for use a a Structural

component for incorporation into brick or masonry wal structure in a

reinforced concrete frame, to be located within the plane of the wall, which

part has a length x and a stiffness along its length of S , a width y and a

stiffness across t width of S an a thickness z and a stiffness across its



thickness of S , the stiffness o the part being anisotropic with S , the said

part being adapted suc that, whe in use, t is capable of controlling

vibrations o th wa caused by seismic activity and also of having a damping

effect thereby increasing the energy dissipation capacity of the structure.

When the part is for location horizontally within the plane of the wall a d on or

i horizontal row o bricks, the differential stiffness requirements of th part

will preferably be such that S . S > S . Alternatively, when the part is for

location vertically within the plane of the wall adjacent vertical stack of bricks

in the wall and the r.c. frame, it is preferred that S S and S > S .

The innovative approach proposed according t the present invention

has the characteristics of very simple technology applicable not o ly to

modern structures but also to tradittonai low-cost construction prevalent in low

income seismic areas of the world. t relies on obtaining a combination of

strength, deformabilify and energy dissipation capacity in thre orthogonal

directions fro the rubber device. The use of the rubber part of the invention

will, therefore, minimise th seismic damage to partitions and infill at a desired

performance level, reduce seismic demand from reinforced concrete

structures by providing auxiliary energy dissipative elements and, therefore, a

reduction in the building's construction and life-cycle costs.

The rubber part structural: .component preferably has substantially

rectangular shape. it may be manufactured b extruding a rubber

composition into the form of a long strip or by moulding, for instance

compression or transfer moulding. Th rubber may be a synthetic rubber or a

natural rubber or a reclaimed or recycled rubber.

According to a preferred embodiment, the rubber part is in the form of a

sheet. Preferably, the tw major surfaces of the sheet are contoured. For

instance, the transverse cross-section across the width of the part has a

plurality of alternating elevated portions and lowered portions,

The rubber part, according to one preferred embodiment, is at least

partially corrugated across its width, with the corrugations running along the

length of the part. Typically, the corrugations will, in cross-section have the

for of a wave, such a curved wave, a square or a triangular wave.



The rubber part may b laminated on one or on both major sides, i.e.

upper surface and lower surface, with an inextensible material. Examples of

inextensible materia! Include a rigid plate an inextensible fabric. The

lamination enables the rubber part to achieve the required stiffness i th

various directions.

Alternatively, o additionally, the rubber part may contain voids and/or

inclusions to enable the part t achieve the required stiffness in the various

directions, inclusions may b compressible or incompressible materials.

in order that th invention ca b -fully understo od and readily carried

into effect, the sam will ow be described by wa of example only, with

reference to the accompanying drawings, of w ch

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view of a reinforced concrete frame with

masonry infill where an -embodiment of a rubber part structural component o

the present invention i used housings which replace three rows o

masonry bricks in the infill.

Figure is a diagrammatic view of a reinforced concrete frame with

masonry infill where rubber par of th invention s shown to have replaced

rows of mortar between the masonry bricks in the infill an the wall and the

r.c. frame.

Figures 2 to 2h show different embodiments of rubber part-containing

housings as applied in the manner described in Figure a.

Figures 3a t 3 show different embodiments o the rubber part

structural component in cross-section as applied i the manne described in

Figure .

As show in Figur 1a, a reinforced concrete frame 1 is infilled with

masonry bricks 2 . Three rows of masonry bricks ar replaced b composite

rubber/masonry structura! components 3 each of which comprises rubber

part of the invention as show in Figure 2a forming a housing over a brick.

Alternative housings, utilizing the rubber part are shown diagrammatical!y i

Figures 2b to 2h Th structural component illustrated in Figure 2b contains

inclusions 4 . The component show Figure 2 comprises a housing having

a triangular cross-section an the component show in Figure 2d comprises a



housing having an arched cross-section. Figures 2e t 2h show alternative

designs for the rubber housing having voids, inclusions and/or laminations.

Figure shows a reinforced concrete frame 1 which is infilled with

masonry bricks 2. In this mbodi e rubber parts 5, in the form o extruded

strips, replaces mortar between some of the successive layers of masonry

brick. The rubber parts 5 ma have corrugations running lengthwise as

shown in Figures 3a to 3e. Figures 3a t 3 show different embodiments of

corrugations which, n cross-section, sho curved wave forms. Figure 3d

shows a corrugation i the form of a square wave (in cross-section) and

Figure 3e shows a corrugation in the for of a triangular wave or zigzag dn

cross-section). The rubber part may simply be placed between two

successive layers of bricks in the frame with mortar, or other mou dabS bu

hardenabie composition, filling up the gap between the rubber part and the

surfaces of the bricks. Figure 3a shows an embodiment where the rubber

part i embedded i a mortar 6 . The mortar, or other mouldable but

hardenabie composition, should have sufficient strength to sustain the

stresses required to transmit any force arising from a seismic event between

the bricks and the rubber part. Alternatively, the rubber part may be

sandwiched or bonded either between rigi plates o ine tensib e fabric (fo

example an inextensible wove fabric). Mortar, o other mouldable but

hardenabie composition, ma then be used to fi the voids between the

rubber part and the brick surfaces as well as adhering the part to the surfaces

of the bricks. Rough surfaces of rigid plates or woven fab c will provide a

good key-in mechanisms and, hence, a stronger bond.

The rubber layer ay be homogeneous as shown in Figure 4a for the

section shown in Figure 3b iaminated with inextensible materials to

achieve the required stiffness of th components in various direciions as

shown in Figures 4b and 4e for the section show in Figure 3b. Alternatively,

the rubber layer may have voids as shown in Figure 4c for the section

shown in Figure 3b or with compressible or incompressible inclusions a

shown in Figure 4d for the section shown in Figure 3b. The rubbe ma be



synthetic or natural from fresh material or reclaimed or recycled having low or

high le el of damping.

Preferably in order t optimise damping, th rubber wil e a hig

damping rubber.

The rubber part may b used a a structural component in th

construction of a wa i order to prevent damage caused by a seismic event.

The concept underlying the invention relies on obtaining a combination

of strength, deformability an energy dissipation capacity n three orthogonal

directions from the rubber part. It ay therefore be possible to desig

reinforced concrete frames, partitions and infills i such a way that their

combined behaviour is optimised n terras of:

rninimising the seismic damage to th partitions and infill at a

desired performance level:

reducing the seismic demand from the reinforced concrete by

providing auxiliary energy dissipative elements;

improving the seismic performance o existing reinforced concrete

frames, before or after a seismic event;

minimising the building's cos of the construction and its life-cycle

cost.

The material used for the rubber part of th invention may b fresh or

recycled synthetic o natural rubber an may be either low damping rubber or

high damping rubber. High damping rubbers would be suitable to high

eismi it areas where the ductility demand from structures is high.

Enhancing damping of the building using auxiliary damping devices would

reduce the demand from the structure. This would provide reduction in the

cost of new structures an offe simple retrofitting approach for upgrading

buildings considered vulnerable.



CLAIMS

. A rubber part fo use as a structural component fo incorporation into a

brick or masonry wall structure in a reinforced concrete frame, to be

located within th plan of th wall, which part has a length x and

stiffness along its length of S width y and stiffness across its width

f and thickness z and stiffness across its thickness of S& th

stiffness of the part being anisotropic wit > S , the sa part being

adapted such that, when in use, i s capable of controlling vibrations of

the wall caused b seismic activity and also of having a damping effect

thereby Increasing the energy dissipation capacity of the structure.

2 . A rubber part according to claim 1 which has a substantially

rectangular shape

3 . A rubber part according to either claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the part is

for location within the plane of the wall and on or in a horizontal row of

bricks and wherein S > S > S

4, A rubber part according to either claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the part is

for location vertically within th plane of th wall an adjacent a stack

of bricks and the r,c. frame and wherein S > S and > S .

5 . A rubber part according to any one o claims 1 to 4 , wherein the

transverse cross-section across the width of the part has a plurality of

alternating elevated portions an lowered portions.

8 . A rubber part according to claim 5, wherein the part has corrugations

running along its length

7 . A rubber par according to claim 8 , wherein the cross-section of the

corrugations has the form of a wave selected from curved wave, a

square wave and a triangular wave.



8 . A rubber part according to any one of claims 1 t 7, wherein th rubber

is a synthetic rubber, natural rubber, a reclaimed rubber or a recycled

rubber.

9. A rubber part according to any of the preceding claims which is a

extruded strip.

. rubber part according to any o e o claims t 8 , which is a moulded

part.

. A rubber part according to any one of the preceding claims which i

laminated with an inextensibie material.

2 . A rubber part according to claim which is laminated on both sides.

13. rubber part according to either claim or claim 12, wherein the

inextensibie material is a rigid plate or an inextensibie bric.

14. rubber par according to an one of ciaims 1 to 13, wherein the

rubber contains voids or inclusions.

15. rubber part according to claim 14, wherein the inclusions ar

compressible inclusions or incompressible inclusions.

16. rubber part according to any one of claims 1 to 1 formed into a

housing to at least partially cover a brick in th brick w i

17 . A rubber part according to any one of claims 1 to 16, wherein the

rubber is a high damping rubber.

1 . The use of a rubber part according to any one of claims 1 to 17 in the

construction of a brick wall t control vibrations caused by seismic

activity.



19. The use according to claim 18, wherein the rubbe part is located

between tw successive horizontal rows of bricks i the brick wall

20. The use according to claim 18, where the rubber part is located

adjacent a vertical stack of bricks in the brick wall

2 1. The use according t any one of clainis 1 to 2 , wherein any gaps

between the external surface of the riibber strip and the interna!

surfaces of the bricks are filled with hardenable composition.
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